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he rotor windings of syn- 

chronous motors and generators are usually 

very reliable. however, the turn insulation 

in such machines will eventually degrade 

and puncture due to thermal aging, load cycling, and/or 

contamination. Although turn shorts do not directly lead to 

machine failure, they can lead to high bearing vibration, 

may damage synchronizing systems within brushless 

motors, and may limit output. offline tests are available to 

detect rotor-winding shorted turns, but they may be unreli-

able because the rotor is not spinning for the test, and, if 

only a few shorts are present, the shorts may disappear once 

the rotor is spinning (or vice versa). with funding from the 

U.s. electric Power research institute (ePri), a new type 

of online magnetic flux test has been developed that is suit-

able for salient pole machines, in particular the salient pole 

rotors in four- (or more) pole hydrogenerators and synchro-

nous compressor motors that are widely used for air separa-

tion. the test requires retrofitting a small magnetic flux 

probe to the stator core and instrumentation to interpret the 
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small voltage signals that are measured from the probe. this 
article describes the aging processes of salient pole turn 
insulation and briefly presents the off     line method that 
has been used to detect turn shorts.

Rotor Winding
Most of the synchronous motors used in the air separa-
tion business have salient pole rotor windings with 4–26 
poles. each field pole is an electromagnet, and the rotor 
winding is made by mounting the poles in pairs on the 
rotor rim. the poles are then electrically connected to 
the dc supply (normally up to a few hundred volts) in 
such a way as to create alternating north and south poles 
around the rim. each field pole consists of a laminated 
steel core, which looks rectangular when viewed from the 
rotor axis. Around the periphery of each pole core are the 
copper windings. figure 1 is a photo of a rotor from a 
20-pole salient pole synchronous motor. 

there are two basic types of salient pole designs [1]. 
the older type of field pole design (still used on motors 
under 1,000 hp or so) is called the multilayer wire-wound 
type. in this design, magnet wire is wrapped around the 
pole (figure 2). the magnet wire usually has a rectangular 
cross section, and many hundreds of turns are wound on 
the pole, several magnet wire layers deep. the turn insula-
tion is the magnet wire insulation. Looking from the axial 
direction, the laminations are shaped to have a pole tip 
(which is the part of the rotor pole closest to the stator) to 
support the winding against the centrifugal force. insulat-
ing washers and strips are placed between the magnet wire 
and the laminations to act as the ground insulation.

for larger machines, the strip-on-edge design is favored 
since it can be made to better withstand rotational forces. 
in this case, a thin copper strip is formed into a picture-
frame shape, so that the frame can slide over the pole lami-
nations (figure 3). Laminated insulating separators (made 
from epoxy glass laminates or nomex materials) act as 
turn insulation to insulate each copper frame. on some 
copper frames, especially those near the pole face, an insu-
lating tape may be applied to the copper strip to increase 
the creepage distance. the tape and separators form the 
turn insulation, and the copper picture frames are con-
nected in series to make the coil. As with the multilayer 
design, the winding is isolated from the grounded pole 
body by insulating washers and strips (figure 3). often, 
the entire pole may be dipped in an insulating liquid to 
bond the various components together.

thermal and mechanical stresses gradually age the turn 
and ground insulation. in addition, partly conductive con-
tamination on the rotor poles may also degrade the insulation. 
if a ground fault occurs, ground-fault detectors will normally 
automatically shut down the machine. More commonly, it is 
the turn insulation that degrades and fails first. this shorts 
some of the copper turns together but does not result in a fail-
ure of the machine. instead, the magnetic field from that 
rotor pole will be diminished. since the magnetic field from 
one pole is weaker than the other poles, this will lead to an 
asymmetrical magnetic force across the air gap and, thus, 
higher bearing vibration at a frequency corresponding to once 
per revolution. the smaller the number of poles on the rotor, 
the more serious the vibration from this unbalanced magnetic 

A rotor from a salient pole synchronous motor. (Photo cour-
tesy of Iris Power.)
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The multilayer wire-wound design. 
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The copper strip-on-edge salient pole design. 
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pull. Usually one or more shorted turns 
just cause higher bearing vibration, 
which in many cases may be tolerable. 
however, if more and more turn shorts 
occur over time, high vibration may force 
a shutdown of the motor. in addition, for 
motors with brushless exciters, the 
shorted turns may also lead to failure of 
the components within the motor 
intended to synchronize the motor to the 
power system. thus, although shorted 
turns on the rotor do not automatically 
lead to a motor failure, they are an indica-
tion of a problem that may cause prob-
lems in the future.

Rotor Insulation  
Deterioration Processes
rotor-winding insulation deteriorates 
over time due to thermal aging, ther-
mal (or load) cycling, contamination 
of the insulation, abrasion of the insulation due to parti-
cles in the airgap, and, of course, the high mechanical 
force caused by high-speed rotation.

Thermal Deterioration
Modern salient pole winding designs use nomex ground 
and turn insulation in strip-on-edge windings, dacron 
and glass-covered high-temperature enamel turn insula-
tion in wire-wound poles, and thermosetting bonding 
resins to provide an insulation system that has a thermal 
rating of at least Class f (155 °C). if these materials are 
operated at Class B (130 °C) temperatures, they should 
have a thermal life of 30 years or more. however, opera-
tion above 130 °C will shorten the life of the insulation. 
the materials most susceptible to thermal degradation 
are organic bonding and backing materials (epoxy resins 
and polyester films); the hotter the temperature and the 
longer the time at high temperature, the more brittle 
and more susceptible the insulation becomes to mechani-
cal force that will crack the insulation. 

the thermal life of insulation at hot spots in windings 
is significantly reduced if the margin between the operat-
ing temperature and the thermal rating is significantly 
reduced. this effect is more critical in older Class B insu-
lation systems, and the presence of such hot spots is very 
difficult to detect. 

the following are the most common causes of thermal 
aging in salient pole windings:

   ▪  overloading leading to operating temperatures well 
above expected the design values

   ▪  high cooling-medium temperatures or inadequate 
cooling, which can be general, e.g., insufficient cool-
ing air or cooling water, or local dead spots in the 
cooling circuit due to poor design (especially at the 
blocking between poles), manufacturing, or mainte-
nance procedures

   ▪  the use of materials that have inadequate thermal 
properties and consequently deteriorate at an unac-
ceptable rate when operated within design tempera-
ture limits

   ▪  the overexcitation of rotor wind-
ings for long periods

   ▪  the negative sequence currents in 
rotor windings due to system 
voltage unbalance.

On–Off Cycling
there are two heat sources when a  
synchronous motor is started. one 
mainly applies to motors that are 
started directly online, causing heat-
ing due to currents flowing in the 
pole tips of solid pole rotors or the 
damper winding in those with lami-
nated poles. the other is heat gener-
ated by the current in the windings 
once excitation is applied.

frequent starts and stops cause 
copper expansion and contraction as 
the copper temperature increases or 
decreases. relative movement due to 

the different coefficients of thermal expansion in the 
various components leads to relative movement 
between the copper and the turn insulation and, conse-
quently, abrasion.

thermal cycling resulting from frequent starts and 
stops leads to the cracking of the resin or varnish bond-
ing the insulation system components together. this 
causes loosening and relative movement between these 
components, leading to increased looseness and abrasion. 
Also, if the windings are restrained from returning to 
their cold position, they may become distorted from this 
process. the poor design or overly rapid or frequent load 
cycles for the design are the root causes. Clearly, the 
more motor starts there are, the more likely it is that 
there will be a problem. in addition, motors designed for 
few starts that are actually exposed to much more fre-
quent starting due to operational or power system condi-
tions are more likely to suffer from this problem.

Contamination
A likely cause of rotor-winding shorts in air separation 
applications is contamination. the strip-on-edge type is 
most susceptible to failure from contamination by partly 
conducting materials. such problems are not confined to 
machines with open-type enclosures because oil leaking 
from bearings and moisture from condensation, com-
bined with particulates, can contaminate windings. this 
contamination has a tendency to accumulate near the 
blocking between poles. such problems are less likely in 
wire-wound types due to encapsulating the windings to 
keep contaminants out.

when contaminants such as moisture, soot, dust, oil, 
and dust mixtures cover the surfaces of salient pole 
windings, they can produce conducting paths between 
turns and to ground. this can lead to turn-to-turn fail-
ures (especially in strip-on-edge types) and ground 
faults due to electrical tracking. Certain chemicals can 
also attack insulating materials and cause them to 
degrade. earlier insulation systems containing materials 
such as asbestos, cotton fibers, and paper bonded by 
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organic varnishes are much more sus-
ceptible to failure from moisture 
absorption.

Abrasive Material Attack
Abrasive dust from the surrounding 
atmosphere carried into the interior 
of a motor by cooling air will abrade 
the rotor-winding insulation surfaces. 
this may eventually expose the con-
ductors in multilayer wire-wound 
poles resulting in turn shorts. the 
ground insulation in both types of 
salient pole windings and their interconnections may be 
eroded to cause ground faults. the use of open-enclosure 
machines without inlet air filters in locations where 

there are abrasive materials in the 
environment can lead to this problem.

Centrifugal Forces
one of the most common causes of 
failure in salient pole rotor windings 
is continuous centrifugal force. this 
includes the forces imposed on the 
windings by rotation and the cyclic 
centrifugal forces induced by starting 
and stopping.

the centrifugal forces imposed on 
rotor-winding insulation system 

components tend to distort the coil conductors and 
crack the coil insulation if they are not adequately 
braced or the insulation has weakened as a result of 
thermal aging or on–off cycling. if the pole winding 
bracing is inadequate or becomes loose, the resulting 
coil vibration and movement of the coils on the poles 
will cause abrasion of the conductor and ground insula-
tion. inadequate interpole bracing in large, high-speed 
machines will lead to coil distortion, while erosion 
from loose windings will occur mainly during starts 
and stops. winding looseness can also lead to pole 
washer and intercoil connection cracking from fatigue. 
Mechanical winding stresses will become excessive and 
cause serious winding damage if the rotor is operated 
over speed.

Offline Detection of Shorted Turns
the most common way to detect shorted turns (and 
incipient ground faults) is to perform a pole-drop test 
[1]. in the pole-drop test, an ac voltage, for example 
120-V ac, is applied between the positive and negative 
slip rings when the motor is shut down. the voltage 
across each pole is then measured. if shorted turns are 
present, there will be a smaller than average voltage 
drop across that pole. this test has three significant 
disadvantages.

1)  it can only be performed with the motor shut 
down.

2)  it is time consuming to perform, especially on a 
large rotor with many poles.

3)  since the rotor is not rotating, the centrifugal 
forces are not occurring, and thus some shorts may 
not be present in the pole-drop test, which never-
theless will be present at normal rotating speeds. 
Conversely, shorts may occur when the machine is 
shut down but may not be present when the rotor 
is spinning.

finally, motors used for air separation often only see 
planned shutdowns every five years or so. yet shorted 
turns can occur and multiply to the point of very high 
bearing vibration in only a few years. thus a test done 
three or four years ago may not give a good indication of 
the condition of the turn insulation at the present time. 
only an online test can do this. in addition, discovering 
turn shorts by a pole-drop test only when the motor is 
shut down during a turnaround often means that the 
plant turnaround must be extended to accommodate the 
time to refurbish the defective poles.

A flux probe (black) mounted on a stator core tooth, with con-
necting lead (white). (Photo courtesy of Iris Power.)

4 

The shape of the flux signal at 0 MW, 0 Mvar. The vertical 
scale is the voltage output of the flux probe, while the hori-
zontal axis is the circumferential position around the rotor. 
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Principles of Magnetic  
Flux Monitoring

Airgap Magnetic Flux
Companies are trying to minimize 
the work (such as pole-drop tests) 
performed during unit shutdowns 
due to restricted resources. in addi-
tion, many companies are moving to 
predictive maintenance to plan any 
repair work based on online condi-
tion monitoring. thus, there is a 
need for an online tool that can 
replace the pole-drop test. for the 

past 30 years, electric power utilities 
have been implementing magnetic 
flux monitoring in the air gap 
between the rotor and stator to detect 
shorted turns on the cylindrical 
rotors of high-speed steam-turbine 
generators [1]–[3]. this technology 
has rarely been applied to salient pole 
windings, possibly because the 
salient pole rotors are very different 
from cylindrical pole rotors, and 
interpretation of the flux patterns is 
not obvious. in 2003, ePri and the 
new york Power Authority initiated 
a research project to determine 
whether a variant of flux monitoring 

could be applied to salient pole rotors so that an online 
monitor could produce a reliable indication of rotor 
shorted turns [4]. 

rotor flux monitoring involves measuring the 
magnetic flux in the generator or motor air gap to 
determine whether field winding shorts have occurred 
in the rotor poles. the radial magnetic flux from the 
rotor is detected by means of a coil or probe consisting 
of several dozen turns that is glued to a stator core 
tooth (figure 4). As each rotor pole sweeps by the flux 
probe, a voltage is induced in the coil, which is pro-
portional to the flux from the pole that is passing the 
coil. the voltage is measured by electronic instru-
ments. in a salient pole machine, the radial magnetic 
flux profile across each rotor pole depends on the  
Mw and Mvar loading of the machine. After correc-
tions for variations in the air gap, any change in the 
flux profile within a pole at a given load must be due 
to shorted turns. 

Polar diagram of a 64-pole rotor with shorts detected at 
poles 8 and 48. 
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7 
A polar flux diagram of a hydrogenerator operating at full 
power. The machine has 64 poles and no known shorts. The 
radial scale is the accentuated average flux, and the cir-
cumferential scale is the rotor pole number. 

The shape of the signal at 125 MW, 0 Mvar. 
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As each pole in the rotor passes 
the coil, there will be a peak in the 
induced voltage caused by the mag-
netic flux from the pole. the voltage 
can then be recorded, and each peak 
of the waveform represents the aver-
age flux across one rotor pole. Any 
turn short in a pole reduces the effec-
tive ampere turns of that pole and 
thus the signal from the flux probe 
associated with that pole. the 
recorded waveform data can then be 
analyzed to locate the poles contain-
ing the fault as long as one has cali-
brated the pole location from a start location marked on 
the rotor shaft.

An algorithm was developed to maximize the sensi-
tivity to a pole with shorted turns. the algorithm 
involves integrating the data from each pole, applying 
autocorrelation, and comparing the integral from each 
pole to an opposite polarity pole.

Flux Probe Design
flux probes used in synchronous 
high-speed machines are usually 
designed in the shape of a cylinder 
and installed in the air gap between 
stator and rotor. since the air gap in 
salient pole motors is much smaller 
and construction of the rotor is dif-
ferent, flux probes used in high-speed 
turbine generators could not be used 
in hydrogenerators and motors.

A new type of probe [5] has been 
designed to overcome the disadvan-
tages of existing designs. the new 

probe is comprised of a number of printed circuit layers 
printed on a flexible base material. the flexible probe is 
designed for installation on a stator tooth. the very low 
profile of the installed probe enables its use on 
machines with small air gaps. in salient pole machines, 
it can generally be installed with the rotor still in 
place, using a Class f epoxy glue.
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Flux plot recorded in 2006 from a 22-pole motor. 
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10 
Flux plot recorded in 2011 from the same motor as in Figure 9. 
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A polar plot recorded in 2007 of flux from a six-pole motor. 
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Polar plot recorded in 2011 of the same motor as in Figure 11. 
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Portable Flux Monitoring Instrument 
and Software
the signals from the flux probe cannot 
directly indicate shorted turns since 
other factors can affect the flux, e.g., the 
distance between the pole and the sta-
tor. thus, a new portable instrument 
was developed that digitizes the voltage 
signal from the flux probe with high 
resolution. Besides an input for the flux 
probe, the device also has an input for a 
shaft synchronization sensor (or key 
phasor), which enables any field pole 
with a short to be identified. the 
instrument has a custom-designed 
field-programmable gate array and is 
capable of fast data acquisition at a very 
high sampling rate. this sampling rate 
enabled the use of new algorithms for 
detection of shorted turns, even if the air gap is changing 
due to rotor imbalance, stator core movement, etc. 

Test Results

Hydrogenerator Tests
the initial experiments with the flux monitoring sys-
tem were carried out on many dozens of hydrogenera-
tors, which generally have a large number of salient 
poles. An example is shown below. the voltage wave-
form from a flux probe is shown in figure 5. the gen-
erator was operated at no-load conditions, 0 Mw and 0 
Mvar, resulting in a symmetrical shape of both the raw 
signal measured (blue line) and integrated values of raw 
voltage signal (red line). since the shape of the signal 
changes with the load of the machine (figure 6), raw 
data should be integrated for further processing.

given that change in the flux profile within a pole 
at a steady load must be due to shorted turns, compari-
son of one pole to another can be used as an indication 
of shorted turns. the transformed flux data can then be 
shown as a polar plot (figure 7). Minor differences 
between poles and rotor or stator eccentricity will 
result in a less than perfect circle.

figure 8 is the result from the same 64-pole rotor with 
temporarily applied shorts on poles 8 and 48. the poles 
with shorted turns are clearly determined by the lower 
flux magnitude at these poles. 

in many of the tests on hydrogenerators, the pole-drop 
test did not find the shorts found with the online flux 
measurement and vice versa. only after installations on 
many dozens of hydrogenerators did we become convinced 
that the cause of the bad correlations with the pole-drop 
test was that the pole-drop test itself was not a good indi-
cator of what shorts were present in service. Presumably, 
shorts that are present when the rotor is rotating may 
clear when it is shut down and vice versa.

Motor Test Results 
in 2004, flux probes were installed on seven stator cores 
of salient pole motors used to drive compressors for  
air separation processes. these motors had 6–22 poles. 

figures 9 and 10 show the resultant 
flux plot from a 22-pole motor with a 
strip-on-edge rotor pole design. fig-
ures 11 and 12 show the flux data 
from a six-pole motor. there are minor 
differences in the magnetic flux from 
each pole caused by different pole 
mounting (and thus slightly different 
air gaps). however, none of the poles 
has a significant enough reduction in 
flux to indicate that shorted turns on a 
pole are indicated. figures 9–12 also 
indicate that the flux measurements 
are repeatable over time. these 
machines do not have increased bear-
ing vibration, which supports the 
belief that there are no shorted turns. 
to date, none of the motors monitored 
shows evidence of shorted turns.

Conclusions
gradual aging of the turn insulation in salient pole rotor 
windings can eventually lead to shorted turns. these 
shorted turns may create the high vibration of the rotor, 
and, in severe cases where there are few poles and a num-
ber of shorted turns, the probability of a motor shutdown 
due to high vibration increases.

the most widely applied method for detecting 
shorted turns in the rotor is the pole-drop test. since this 
test is done with the rotor not spinning, the test may not 
find all the shorts that can occur in service. Also, the 
pole-drop test is usually performed infrequently, and 
thus the need for rotor refurbishment is often a surprise, 
which can extend the turnaround duration.

research has led to a new online test that can detect the 
shorted turns during normal service, by measuring the 
magnetic flux from each rotor pole using a stator-based 
magnetic flux sensor. initial results with the new technol-
ogy were presented.
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